DOG FOSTER INFORMATION
Thank you for fostering a dog for KC Pet Project! We want to thank you for helping us save lives during this critical time. Here
is some helpful contact information for you while you’re fostering with KC Pet Project.
Join our KC Pet Project Foster group on Facebook! This group is for KCPP foster families and you can share your pet in your
home, ask questions, and communicate with other foster families. Be sure to post your pet on Foster Fridays!
facebook.com/groups/KCPPFoster
For important information regarding our foster program, to schedule a meet n’ greet appointment, and for important contact
information, refer to KCPetProject.org/FosterResources.

KC PET PROJECT CONTACTS:
For Veterinary Questions or Concerns, contact the KC Pet Project Veterinary Clinic at 816-683-1353 or
VetClinic@kcpetproject.org.
For Adoptions related questions, please call 816-683-1383 or email Adoptions@kcpetproject.org.
For all other questions, please call Sara Gillette at 816-683-1397 or email Sara.Gillette@kcpetproject.org.
Add Sara Gillette on Facebook

FOSTERING DO’S

FOSTERING DO NOT’S

Make sure your foster dog has a well-fitted collar and ID tag on at all
times

Let your dog off leash at any time outside of the house or fenced yard

Keep your foster dog on a leash or in a securely fenced area when outside
Understand that dogs may experiencestress and anxiety in new/
unfamiliar situations: allow time for adjustment; give them a break if they
seem stressed
Provide plenty of exercise and mental stimulation for your foster dog
Use treats to teach your foster dog basic obedience cues such as sit,
down, come, stay, etc.
Report any medical or behavioral concerns to KCPP staff immediately
Promote your foster dog for adoption. Take lots of photos and/or video
and share on social media using the hashtag #kcpetproject and tag us!

Go to a dog park
Allow your foster dog to “greet” other dogs while on a leash
Leave your foster dog outside unattended or loose in your home without
supervision
Please use KC Pet Project leash and collar provided at all times
Encourage unwanted behavior such as jumping on people
Allow children to interact with your foster dog without direct supervision
Give your foster dog away - all adoptions must be processed by a KC Pet
Project adoptions counselor*

KC PET PROJECT SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES:
FACEBOOK: facebook.com/kcpetproject
INSTAGRAM AND TWITTER: @kcpetproject
Join the Maddie’s Fund Pet Assistant, which is a great resource for new fosters: maddiesfund.org/mpa
“The COVID-19 pandemic is an unprecedented event and shelters like ours must act urgently to place as many
pets in foster homes as possible. Foster care is the only thing that can get us through this crisis and after it’s over,
we hope that more homeless pets than ever before will go into foster care. We thank you for fostering a dog or cat
during this time and for being as an important part of our lifesaving team.”
– Teresa Johnson, CEO/President of KC Pet Project

